HANNAH WHO?

• I’m a degree apprentice
• I work in the healthcare communications and consultancy team
• I work and speak with graduates everyday
At Zenopa we have been building strong relationships with our clients by providing efficient and effective recruitment solutions since 1991. We are ‘Talent Driven, Culture Focused.’

We specialise in the commercial side of the healthcare industry, and recruit for various markets including, Pharmaceutical, Medical Devices, Dental, Scientific, Animal Health, Engineering, Consumer health and Medical Communications.
WHY WORK WITH A RECRUITER?

1. Strong relationships with industry leaders
2. Supportive and consultative approach
3. We bring the role to life for you
4. No risk of your CV getting lost in a black hole!
CV TOP TIPS

Clear format with your Education at the top
Shout about your transferable skills
Show personality and give your CV your own style
Answer the hiring managers question before they ask it
Have Links!
INTERVIEW TOP TIPS

- Do your homework on the company and interviewer
- Re-read the job description and start putting the puzzle together
- Think about what makes you stand out from the crowd
- Don’t be afraid to dig!
- Ask lots of questions
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING

Please stop by, say hello and ask me any questions you might have!